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Module Standards
Introduction
This document is to be used as the basis for the construction of modules for Cantrak layouts. The
goal is to not be overly pedantic about the standards but to create a guide with enough specificity
that we end up with modules of a high quality that overall permit easy assembly, running of trains
and look like they belong together in some fashion, as applicable. However, deviation from these
standards should be reviewed with the Board and / or Show Manager before committing to a final
design and implementation.
As this document is expected to change over time, existing modules which have been approved
and used in shows will be grandfathered in HOWEVER, if issues are identified with a module
which affects it such that trains cannot run or scenery is coming off or other items which cause the
module to not meet the current standards and acceptance criteria then that module may be required
to be repaired before it can again be used in a show. This would be decided by the show manager
– generally in consult with the module owner and one or more board members. Any such module
that requires repair will be required to be used at a Play Day in advance of again being used at a
show.
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Construction of table
The club standard module is two feet wide, four feet long, and one meter (39.37”) high at the rail
head, it stands on four legs 1½” square, and a 4” eye bolt (1/4”–20) is attached in the bottom of
each leg utilizing a ¼” blind nut (T-nut) (1/4”-20) in such a fashion that the rail height can be
adjusted from thirty-eight inches to fourty inches (38” to 40”) to allow for uneven flooring. Note
that a 4” eye bolt is 4” long excluding the eye (if the eye is included it would be 5 7/32”). Be
aware that during module setup thin wooden blocks are placed under the eye bolts and these can
be used to increase the height of the table as well as provide protection for the floor. Members
may build modules of any length they wish; however, they then assume the responsibility for constructing another module to extend theirs to conform to a 2’ x 4’ grid, or at the club’s discretion, a
module that can be inserted in the opposite side to make a rectangular design possible. The drawing
below shows the recommended construction materials list as it applies to a 2’ x 4’ module. It is
left to the owner and/or builder to decide if a sheet of ¼” plywood should be installed between the
foam and the side strips, or the alternate of at least 3 cross brace strips will be used, to support the
foam.

Module frame fronts are to be painted “Cantrak blue” and the ends, backs and legs are to be

painted flat black. See Appendix 1 for paint formulas.
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Table Legs
The club has determined that using folding, self-locking leg brackets provides the best attachment
mechanism and also prevents arriving at a setup and finding the legs were left behind. With the
module on its 2’ end, the first leg should be mounted in the top left corner, close to the side rail;
the second leg should be mounted in the top right corner, leaving enough room for a leg to fold up
between the edge plate and the leg. Turn the module onto the other end and repeat. It is recommended that a 2” x4” cross brace be mounted between the side frames 4½” from the ends of the
module, and the hinged legs extend beyond the hinge to the top of the cross brace. The hinges are
a standard part at Lee Valley and may be available at other hardware suppliers.

When extended legs should be at 90 degrees to the table both horizontally and laterally (90 degrees to the
base on all sides). While some deviation may be present due to how the leg brackets are constructed, the
legs should be able to achieve the 90 degrees.
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Club Construction of Tables for Members
From time to time members may offer to build tables for other Members. If you are interested in
this service please contact the Board to see if the offer is currently available and to obtain contact
information. While these tables should adhere to the most recent published standards and thus
should pass all acceptance Criteria, any agreement is a private agreement between two people. It
is still up to the person getting the module built to ensure that it meets the current standards.
The Club currently offers a service to “wire” the module. This service includes the bus wiring
and connectors for two tracks on a standard 2’ X 4’ module. The current cost (as of November
2018) for this is $20 per module, installed. Installation means that the drops that the table owner
has already installed will be electrically attached to the bus wires, the bus wires will be attached
to the plywood bottom of the table and Anderson Powerpole connectors will be attached to both
ends of the bus wire with the appropriate amount of slack to allow for easy connection to adjacent
tables. Continuity will be checked to ensure that the wiring is correct. Additional track or different sized modules may have additional charges applied.

Wiring and track placement
Track placement is quite direct, assuming a standard two foot by four foot module, the front track
will have its centre line 4½” from the front of the module; the second track centre line will be a
further 1½” behind or 6” from the front of the module. If the module owner has chosen to extend
their module in front, these measurements will need to be adjusted. Members may add additional
tracks in front or behind these two required tracks, however the first adjacent track shall also be
on a 1 ½” centre, further tracks may be at any spacing the builder desires. Currently the preferred
track is Peco code 80 Flex track, alternatively, Atlas code 80 Flex track may be used. Turnouts
may be Peco electro-frog or insul-frog, however short wheelbase locomotives MUST be able to
traverse the turnout at low speed.
The current standard is for track to be cut back 2 7/16” from the end to allow an insulated Atlas 5”
joiner section to be inserted between tables. Members may have the track between their own
modules butt join instead. In either case we recommend that Members solder the rail to PCB track
ties at the end of the table or apply extra glue such as superglue on the outside of the track to hold
the track in place against the inevitable rough handling during transportation. When joining tables
together, track joiners SHALL be Atlas rather than Peco, and SHALL be discarded before each
show but may be reused for Play Days.

Buss Wires
The buss wires will extend 12” beyond each end of the module and there will be a separate buss
for each track. The buss wire will be #12 stranded wire, either red and black or white and black,
a pair of (20-24 gauge solid) drop wires will connect from the track to the buss 6” from each end
of the module, and an additional drop will be placed every 2’ thereafter. All track must have
feeders attached or the track needs to be soldered to track which does have feeders attached. We
do not rely on mechanical connection (such as point rail to main rail on a turnout) for conducting
electrical current. The only exception to this is if you wish to power a siding through the turnout,
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that’s OK as long as the mainline does NOT require the turnout to transmit power. The drop wire
will be attached to the buss in such a way as to not cut the buss wire, normally the insulation is
removed, the dropper soldered to the buss and the splice is covered by a shrink wrap sleeve, clear
or colour coordinated or sufficient electrical tape. Because the track will be ballasted, the colour
of the drop wire is not significant, however using a red dropper to connect to the black buss could
cause unnecessary confusion. IDC connectors are NOT allowed, N-TRAK’s experience suggests
the use of bulk supplies of low-cost IDC’s has been detrimental to their show success. Feeder
wires shall be painted to help hide them.
The front rail of each set of tracks (both the front and rear set AND any additional sets) will connect to the red or white buss wire. The rear will connect to the black buss wire. Do not mix them
up! Yes, we have had issues with this.
The ends of the buss wires will be connected to an Anderson Powerpole® PP30 30 Amp connector (part number 1331) and will be enclosed in a Red PP30 Amp housing (part number 1327)
or Black PP30 30 Amp housing (part number 1327G6). The housings may be connected together via the moulded-in dovetails.

Powerpole® connectors on the track power busses are to be paired horizontally, red in front of
black on each end of the module. Adjacent track Powerpole® pairs should not be joined in stacks,
with the exception of the fiddle yard. The red connector always feeds the front rail and the black
connector the rear rail.

There are a number of advantages to the Anderson Powerpole® connector. As bulk connectors go,
it is relatively inexpensive and the contacts are self-cleaning. Both Free-Mo and NTRAK have
standardized on it.
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End plates

Tracks 6" and 4.5" from Front.

Pins 3" from top and 3" from front and back.

Front of Table ---->
Optionally, a table leaf alignment pin shall be inserted 3” from the front and back of each end of
each module (18” apart), 3” from the top of the track on a standard 2’ deep table. Sockets will be
inserted in the left end, pins in the right end (left / right end when looking at the table from the
main viewing side). Contact the Board to obtain the current specification for alignment pin standards as this may change.
For tables which are a different depth (ie not 2’), the alignment pins will still be 3” from the top of
the track and will be 1.5” in front of a vertical line drawn down from the center of the front track
to ensure that the track will line up. The rear pin will be 3” from the top and 18” behind the front
pin.
A module shall consider all personal modules making up a set to be a single module. Thus a
“module” may be comprised of several tables (typically 2 or 3). While it is up to the member to
determine how tables connect together, it is recommended that they follow these standards.

Bunting mounting strips
A 46” strip of HVAC metal strapping will be attached to the front of each 2’ x 4’ module so that
blue bunting may be held in place with magnets. The top of the strip will be placed 1” down from
the top of the table. A 46” strip of HVAC metal strapping will be attached to the bottom of each
Backboard (see below) so that black bunting may be held in place with magnets. The top of the
strip will be placed 1” down from the top of the table.

Backboards
Each module will have a removable scenic backdrop or skyboard, made from 1/8 to 1/4 inch Masonite, and painted “sky blue”. See Appendix 1 for paint formula. Skyboards may also have clouds
and other scenery painted on them. The skyboard will extend from one side to the other the complete length of the module so that it will butt up against the skyboard of whatever table is attached
beside it. The Skyboard will be 15” to 16” high with 11” above the top of the table (although part
of that may well be covered by scenery in front).
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Module Acceptance Criteria
Overview of Module Acceptance
Overall, Modules must adhere to the current standards as documented above, be in good overall
condition, completed to a point where the general public would consider them complete and meet
with the approval of the Board. The first level of acceptance shall be done by the current Show
Manager who may seek the advice of at least two other club Members. The Board will have the
final say overall.
As standards are subject to change over time, Modules which met earlier standards but do not meet
current standards will need to be assessed by the Show Manager to determine whether the Module
is acceptable for any given show or not. However, Modules should be updated to the newest
standards when possible.
Modules which are not fully compliant with all Standards may still be used at Play Days and some
shows at the discretion of the Show Manager.
While there is no explicitly stated schedule, Members who are going to build Modules should have
the following meetings (note that email works in most cases). Also note that the Board may choose
to delegate its authority in this matter to an individual Member or group of Members. When more
than one person is determining acceptance, a simple majority suffices.
1) An initial meeting with the Board to discuss the overall plan.
2) A meeting with the Show Manager or delegate once track has been laid and the bus has
been installed.
3) An initial Play Day once track work has been complete. If there isn’t a Play Day in the
near future then scenery work can continue and the module can be brought out to the next
Play Day whenever it may be.
4) A final meeting with Board delegates to determine overall module acceptance. This may
be combined with the final “live test” at a Play Day or can be separate.
5) A final test of the module needs to be done at a Play Day. The Show Manager needs to
be informed well in advance (at least 2 weeks) that you plan to bring your module. At the
Play Day, your module will first be evaluated against the current standards and then inserted into the overall module layout so that trains can be run through it.
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Module Acceptance
Modules will be reviewed based upon the current standards. The following criteria will be reviewed along with any other identified standards. This is not a comprehensive list but forms a
starting point.

Physical characteristics:
The module is square (we’ll use a square and tape measure to check).
The ends are perpendicular (again, we’ll use a square).
All track is at the correct distance from the ends (we’ll measure 2 7/16”).
All track is at the correct distance from the front of the module.
All track is in gauge throughout (we’ll use an NMRA or similar gauge).
The track work is well done:
a. No solder blobs.
b. No humps or depressions on the track.
c. Overall the track is level from one end to the other (no dips or raises) unless due
to a specific plan.
d. Feeder wires are hidden / painted.
e. All track has a set of feeder wires or is soldered to track that does.
f. Inside of the track is free of glued on ballast and other contaminants.
g. Track is clean (you should have cleaned it before bringing it out).
h. The track ends are “clean” such that Atlas joiners are able to slide on and make
electrical contact to power the inter-table joiners.
7) No buildings, scenery or other material shall infringe on the right of way.
a. We run cars that extend past the ties so require 8mm past the ties to be clear (ballast & low grass only).
b. We run cars that are tall and extend out so again, building overhangs need to be
placed back at the 8mm mark.
8) Nothing between the rails that is above the track (like at crossings) that would “catch” a
car’s trip pin.
9) The rail height is set to 1 meter (39.37”) and can be adjusted as documented above.
10) The module is painted to specifications.
11) The module front has metal stripping placed as documented.
12) The backboard extends 11” from the base and at least 4” down from the base in the back
and has metal stripping on it. The back is painted black.
13) Wiring will be tested:
a. The rails will be tested for continuity through the bus connectors.
b. The Anderson Powerpole connectors will be set up appropriately so that they can
be easily attached to standard modules.
c. The feeder wire connections to the bus will be reviewed to make sure they meet
standards.
d. All rail needs to be attached to the bus through feeders or soldered to rail which
attaches to feeders. We don’t rely on a physical connection (like a point rail to a
main rail in a turnout) to transmit power. The exception to this if someone wishes
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
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to power a siding via the turnout – this is permissible as long as the mainline
doesn’t rely on it on the turnout for power.
e. The bus and feeder wires will be neatly attached to the bottom to ensure they do
not dangle and cannot easily be caught up during transportation.
f. The wiring shall be fully accessible from under the module.
14) The module must be easy to transport (legs need to fold up out of the way, wiring needs
to tucked away etc.).

Aesthetics and general look:
1) The module will be looked at to make sure it “fits in” with other modules in that it has
been done to a similar (or better) skill level.
2) Buildings and Scenery will be reviewed to make sure they are solidly affixed or placed in
such a fashion as to not fall off or be in the way of operations on the module.
3) Removable buildings and features will be installed in such a fashion that their removability will not be noticeable to viewers. No obvious gaps between the building bottoms and
scenery that is viewable.
4) Extra features such as lighting, sound, animation and others shall be reviewed to make
sure they are working as designed. If these are included then some kind of instruction
guide should be included so that if things need to be done such as shutting down components or starting up components, that can be done when the person isn’t there.

Layout Testing:
1) The module will be inserted between two existing modules and “set up” as other modules
are. We will note how easy it is to setup.
2) We will note how easy it is to adjust the module height so that the track is at the same
level as the other modules.
3) Standard rerailer joiners (4 7/8”) will be inserted between the modules and we’ll observe
how easy this is to do and if the gap between the rerailer and the track on each side is appropriate (should be 1/16” on each module).
4) During the Play Day, trains will be run over the module at varying speeds to ensure everything is working properly. It is expected that trains of every length, from small double
axle single engines to long multi-loco trains run smoothly.
5) The track will be tested as both a very slow speed and at a high speed.
6) All track will be tested including sidings.
7) Disassembly will be reviewed to ensure that the module can be easily disassembled and
packed up for transportation.
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Appendix 1 Paint formulas
The front trim of the modules will be painted “Cantrak blue”
CIL Premium Medium Eggshell Base #81208 (last mixed at Home Depot Tuscany on Feb 23, 2016)
Colorant
AXL
EL
JL

OZ
0
1
0

384th
80
36
140

The back and side trim and the legs will be painted Rustoleum Painters Touch Flat Black
The backboard (skyboard) will be painted “Sky blue”
CIL Smart Kitchen & Bath Satin Medium Base #88408 “Azure Afternoon” 89BG 37/353 (last mixed at
Home Depot Tuscany on Feb 22, 2016)
Colorant
BL
DL
EL
KXL

OZ
0
0
0
0
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